Terms and Conditions
By enrolling in a Zany Yare class, you are agreeing to the following terms and conditions. Please
read carefully.
CANCELLATIONS / RESCHEDULING
Classes run to maximum numbers. This means they may sell out. If this happens, you will be given
the option of joining our waiting list. Please do! As soon as an opening becomes available or a new
class is scheduled, you will be notified.
Classes run to minimum numbers. This means we (on rare occasions) are not able to offer the
course booked. In the event this occurs, you will be notified and given the opportunity to attend a
different course, have your fees kept on credit, or to have your fees returned to you.
Should you wish to cancel a booking more than 1 week prior to term commencement, you will be
offered a refund or deferral credit less a $50 cancellation fee. No refunds or credits will be offered
beyond 1 week prior to the commencement of term, or throughout the course.
No re-scheduling of workshop bookings are permitted less than 48hrs before the workshop
commences. No shows cannot be rescheduled.
START TIMES
Classes/lessons/workshops will begin at the advertised time. Please arrive 15 minutes early to
ensure you have time to register, change into appropriate clothing and store your belongings. Extra
time will not be allocated at the end of a lesson for late arrivals.
STUDENT CONDUCT
Students are advised to wear appropriate training clothing for their class. Students are asked not to
wear shoes on the mats or aerial equipment. It is advised not to wear jewellery, belts, buckles or
other hard materials when attending classes. Instructors have the right to decline entry to late or
disruptive students. If a student is late, disruptive or fails to follow the Trainers directions they may
be asked to leave the class. No refunds or credits are paid in these circumstances. Students must
participate in the class warm up which is conducted in class prior to using the aerial equipment. No
student is to touch or change any of the aerial or rigging equipment in the training space. Instructors
will encourage students to work with a buddy and pace themselves.
Students should be aware of their own strength and abilities, and never push themselves if injured.
If a student is unsure of any skills, they are to always take the option they feel most comfortable
with once they have discussed their concerns with their instructor.
SMOKING, ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
Aerialize is a smoke free and a drug free environment. Any member suspected of being under the
influence of alcohol or drugs will be asked to leave the Training Space.
INDEMNITY AGREEMENT
By agreeing to these terms and conditions, the participant acknowledges agreement to the following
statements. Where the participant is under the age of 18, their legal guardian acknowledges the
following on their behalf:
Health
I declare that there is no known reason why I/the participant shouldn’t participate in Circus related
activity.
If there are underlying health issues I will ring the Training coordinator and discuss my suitability
for Classes prior to making a booking.

I give Aerialize and its agents permission to call an ambulance in the event of an emergency.
Consent to Photograph
I give my consent for photographs and/or stories about me/the participant to be included in
Aerialize publicity.
Dangerous Activity
Some Circus activities can be dangerous as they involve working at heights, explosive physical
skills and reliance on precision timing.
In consideration of me/my child participating in an activity of Aerialize- Sydney Aerial Theatre, I
hereby agree and declare that should I/the participant be permitted to take part in any activities,
circus related events organised or conducted by or at the premises of Aerialize - Sydney Aerial
Theatre, I/the participant do so entirely and absolutely at my own risk and I agree that I/the
participant will not make any claim against Aerialize - Sydney Aerial Theatre or the teachers or any
member of Aerialize - Sydney Aerial Theatre for or in respect of any loss or injury to property or
person (including injury resulting in death) which I/the participant may suffer during the course of
or in consequence of any activity, circus related event.

